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Approaching predictive maintenance The equipment trend of the year

Hino 
STRETCHES
into new markets
Hino’s BOB PETZ on how the OEM 
is focusing on the future—and the 
customer
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n the middle of the Hino Trucks booth at 
the North American Commercial Vehicle 
(NACV) Show sit several of the industry’s 
most unique o� erings: the Hino XL and 
L Series extended and crew cab con� gu-
rations. They’re beefy vocational haulers 
built for productivity and driver comfort. 
The rollout of Hino’s new XL Series pro-
vided the platform for the extended cab 
and crew cab con� gurations for both the 
XL and L Series—something Hino has 
looked to execute for a while.

“The extended cab and crew cab 
con� gurations are something we toyed 
with years ago,” explained Bob Petz, Hino 

Trucks’ senior vice president for vehicle and 
parts sales. “Our customers have asked for 
that since we have launched the conventional 
product. The biggest segment that we’re a� er 
is towing and recovery.” He pointed to the L 
Series extended cab with a � atbed. Within the 
XL and L Series, the 30-in. extended cab will 
have seating for � ve, while the 44-in. crew 
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Hino 
STRETCHES
into new markets 
with upgraded, extended equipment offerings
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extended equipment offerings
cab will have full-size doors, seat six 
passengers and provide the comfort 
of rear zone A/C and heat. “There are 
certain state statutes and contracts that 
require towing companies to have to 
have room for the family that’s being 

picked up on the side of the road or they 
don’t get the towing contract. We don’t 
play in those segments today; that’s just 
pure incremental volume that we will 
be able to go a� er.”

While the XL and L Series extend-

ed and crew cabs were certainly an 
eye-catcher, taking a walk around 
Hino’s expansive booth, you noticed 
how Hino has pulled together its entire 
Class 4-8 lineup. There’s a new stream-
lined nomenclature: M Series (Class 
4/5) and L Series (Class 6/7) in addition 
to the XL Series (Class 7/8), each with 
larger cab con� gurations and a full suite 
of features adding safety, fresh designs, 
durability, � exibility and connectivity 
options. It signals a cohesive market 
strategy and plan of attack as Hino 
looks to expand its market share.

“The rebranding goes back years,” 
Bob recalled. “When we � rst launched 
the conventional product it made a lot 
of sense to combine the GVW and the 
engine size. With an 8-liter engine and 
26,000 GVW, it was the 268. That’s as 
complicated as our nomenclature was 
at the time. 

“As we expanded the product line 
we knew that we would probably have 
to change. We got away with it when 
launched the cabover in 2012, but once 
we introduced the XL Series into Class 
7 and 8 segments late last year, putting 
the GVW into the model structure did 
not make any sense when we o� er so 
many variations.”

The XL Series made its debut last 
fall. The newest entrant in the Class 
7/8 markets o� ers both 6x4 and 4x2 7/8 markets o� ers both 6x4 and 4x2 
con� gurations powered by Hino’s A09 con� gurations powered by Hino’s A09 
engine, with 300-360 HP ranges and up engine, with 300-360 HP ranges and up 
to 1,150 lb.-� . of torque. GVWR weigh to 1,150 lb.-� . of torque. GVWR weigh 
in from 33,000 to 60,000 lbs., and GCWR in from 33,000 to 60,000 lbs., and GCWR 
up to 66,000 lbs. Transmission options up to 66,000 lbs. Transmission options 
include the standard Allison 3000 Series include the standard Allison 3000 Series 
automatic transmission or an optional automatic transmission or an optional 
10- or 13-speed Eaton manual transmis-10- or 13-speed Eaton manual transmis-
sion. 

“We’ve had demos in operation since “We’ve had demos in operation since 
earlier this year, and we’ve had a slow, earlier this year, and we’ve had a slow, 
controlled launch,” he said. “We have controlled launch,” he said. “We have 

a group of engineers that goes a group of engineers that goes 
through every question on a through every question on a 
survey that we send out a� er survey that we send out a� er 
every customer has touched every customer has touched 
it. We have received a lot of it. We have received a lot of 

“The Cabover 
segment has 
grown pretty 
steadily over 
the last 
few years 
and really 
strongly this 
past year.”
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validation on our design. When you hop 
inside the truck, it’s not truck-like. It’s 
more automotive and that was some-
thing we were always driving from our 
side to our engineering side. Some of 
that has to do with our parent company, 
Toyota, and who we are as an entity.”

Easy operation, drivability and driv-
er-friendly features all fall in line with 
the industry’s push to keep drivers hap-
py and in � eets’ seats. That goes double 
for the latest advanced driver assistance 
safety systems that are o� ered by the 
entire Hino lineup.

“I think that � eets feel a responsibility 
to keep their drivers safe,” Bob said. “And 
we’re all socially responsible to keep 
those we share the road with safe.”

In Hino’s M Series Class 4/5 cab-over 
trucks, the OEM o� ers a fully-integrated 
lane departure warning system. Hop 

into an L Series Class 6/7 or XL Series 
and the full suite of ADAS is at your 
spec’ing disposal––electronic stability 
control (ESC), collision mitigation 
system (CMS), lane departure warning 
(LDW), active cruise control (ACC) and 
driver’s seatbelt sensor. 

“When adaptive cruise and the � rst 
generation of ADAS started coming out, 
it was hard to prove the ROI because 
how do you prove the ROI of something 
that didn’t happen?” Bob said. “Now, 
� eets have looked at their year-over-year 
accident rate. And today, it’s more of a 
question of: ‘How can you a� ord to not 
spec it?’”

Hino’s L Series has also been infused 
with features to keep drivers productive 
as well as safe. The Hino L6 and Hino 
L7 models boasted bolder front fascia 
with optional LED headlights. The cab 

interior has been re-engineered with an 
automotive-grade � nish designed for 
commercial use and improved function-
ality, Bob noted, as well as steering wheel 
controls, a large 7-in. LCD multi-in-
formation display, more storage and 
legroom.  FE

“The cabover segment is one that everybody 
seems to overlook and think is consistently de-
clining, but it has grown pretty steadily over the 
last few years and really strongly this past year,” 
said Bob Petz, Hino Trucks’ senior vice president 
for vehicle and parts sales, who noted that the 
Class 4 and 5 cab-over market is up close to 20% 
this year. Of this 25,000-30,000 truck market Hino 
makes up roughly 30% in class 5. 

For model year 2021, Hino cab-over-engine 
(COE) models that make up its M Series, the M4 
and M5, have been upgraded with an all-new 
grille design with optional LED headlights and 
HD six-speed Aisin automatic transmission with 
gear hold feature. The interior upgrades include a 
new shifter layout, steering wheel controls, and a 
gauge cluster that sports a 4.2-in. LCD multi-in-
formation display and driver’s seatbelt sensor.

Bob noted that last mile delivery and strength-
en regional haul applications are helping to drive 
COE truck sales. 

“Regional and large LTL companies have 
bought cabovers in the last three years that I 
would’ve never thought would buy cabovers,” 
Bob said. “A COE is easy to drive, as easy as our 
Class 6 and 7 conventional product, but driver 
training is easier and you don’t need a CDL to 
drive the COE.”

Don’t call it a   
comeback: 
Cabovers have been 
here for years

Introducing the Prestolite Power Promise™ Warranty. 

+1 (800) 354-0560 

*Offer limited to qualifying units only. See your Leece-Neville Sales Representative for details. 
This offer is only applicable in the United States, Canada and Mexico. © 2019 Prestolite Electric Incorporated.

The Prestolite Power Promise warranty for Leece-Neville® IdlePro®

and IdlePro Extreme® models is a new standard in rotating electric 
product guarantees and represents our commitment to vehicle uptime 
and your bottom line. No worries, no hassles and no competition.

sales@prestolite.com

In it for the Long Haul
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“fleets feel a responsibility to keep their 
drivers safe. we’re all socially responsible to 
keep those we share the road with safe.”
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